
From: Denis Rafter denis@rafterassociates.co.uk
Subject: Re: Comment added to Re: I'm here to help you get the most out of Todoist for Business

Date: 22 September 2014 18:13
To: Todoist Support support.44147.1623307.5b52d395b9591ed1a322@support.todoist.com

Here is an example - bullets are sub item:

Project 1

Task List 1
Sub Task 1.1
Sub task 1.2
Sub tasks 1.3

Task list 2
Sub Task 2.1
Sub task 2.2
Sub tasks 2.3

Task list 3
Sub Task 3.1
Sub task 3.2
Sub tasks 3.3

At outset Task list 1 and 2 did not exist but were created as I worked with the project and thus task list one was renamed to task list 3 and instantly 
reverted back to Task List 1 after it was saved (marked as done on iPad app) - I rfepeated the process and it worked

Sub item 1.1 moved under Task list 3 and similar thing happened with task list 2 sub tasks.

Simply put it seemed to take sever goes on iPad to get the sub tasks to stick to the right lists.

I got back to my mac and had the exact same problem, I move a task to a different position in the list and it reverts but when moved for a second 
time it holds its position.  

I just dont have the time to do everything twice!!

Thanks
Denis

On 22 Sep 2014, at 17:41, Todoist Support <support.44147.1623307.5b52d395b9591ed1a322@support.todoist.com> wrote:

Todoist Support | Peter T (Doist Support Staff) added a comment to question Re: 
I'm here to help you get the most out of Todoist for Business

Denis, 

Please clarify exactly what you mean with they have moved to different 
places in the list - what list exactly? For example, do you click on a 
project, add a task there, hit enter to save it and then you see how this 
task automatically moves somewhere else? If so - where exactly does it 
move - to a different project? 

Or are you changing the view in the process, for example - are you going 
to the "7 days" view, where tasks are not sorted by their position in a 
project, but by date, time and priority? 

Regards, 
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Regards, 
Peter

Click this link to see it: 
todoist.com/Support/show/44147/#comment_139707
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